
Application Description

Editing Process 

Modifications

When testers have a failed file -The TA1 shows the file as a reject, but then it creates a 999 as well.  The 999 reports as accept status. there were some ways 

a 277CA would also report with an accepted status on the units while the app showed 0 accepted, all rejected  

Currently there is an edit that checks the the first character of the PFI is a zero.  It should be checking that the PFI is a 6 digit numeric field.

Currently using Payment Typology version 3 and need to be using version 7

• V3 effective Oct 2007

• V4 effective Oct 2010

• V5 effective Oct 2011

• V6 effective Sept 2015

• V7 effective June 2016

999 issue - PCN is not changing for each claim error in negative 999.

H40345 - System accepting both 4 digit and 3 digit Revenue code SV201 in one unit. Its only give error when all SV201 are in 3 digits.  

FPO and APO zip codes are not in OTVM

OTVM allows the claims to be processed when DTP*434 (statement dates) segment is not present (It did generate N0008 Message for invalid dx code but it

is not appropriate error because this N0008 PHP rule couldn’t find the statement dates in the claim. Although, the claim shouldn’t have passed the H edits at

the first place). And this only happens when Patient(2010CA) loop is present, it throws an H2 error when subscriber is patient and DTP*434 segment is

missing

P2242043 logic is editing for leading “9” in REF*IG (in 2010CA) segment but as per the requirement it should only look for REF*SY segment. 

Edit Changes

Heart rate to allow 0 - PHP code needs to be changed

Ami codes do not need to be applied to all claim types

Portal Need to know what could possibly trigger the following message besides identifying bad HL structure.

And the error description needs to be updated to what it actually look for.

"1202 - Unexpected Faciledi communication error on ALL nodes"

In iEDI CH, the TA1 functionality doesn’t seem to be working correctly.

TA1 functionality defect - Allows blank ISA05 through ISA08 data elements and this is causing unnecessary errors in 999

Help Center doesn't match from Home screen to Menu

Can iEDI change their programming to echo the source file name while sending to OTVM?

Currently, the 837R file name is defaulted to "X12File" in iEDI.

A facility submitted multiple files with special character (?) at the end of each file and those got errored out with "Unrecognized Documents" message. But 

the file should have been rejected with negative TA1 response for having unexpected character at the end of the IEA segment. And when I downloaded the 

“Unrecognized Document” file it got saved with .ta1 extension while there was no TA1 level content in the file.

Issues Being Worked On
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